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ABSTRACT
In the biowearable industry, there is a need for benchtop testing methods that present
cost-effective, consistent, and ethical alternatives to current preclinical testing. Artificial
phantoms serve to meet this need by mimicking the clinically relevant elements that
biowearables monitor. They act as a tool for demonstrating a medical device’s safety and
efficacy. The objective of this project is to create a gastrointestinal (GI) phantom that emulates
the electrical and material properties of the stomach, small intestine, and colon in order to test
diagnostic GI biowearables. Our team also aimed to create a computer-simulated model of the
phantom in order to predict and verify the phantom’s behaviors.
We designed a phantom that is clinically representative of the abdominal GI system. It is made of
an agarose- and salt-based hydrogel that mimics the tissue anterior to the GI organs, an electrical
system that represents the signals that the GI organs produce, and a box that robustly combines
the first two elements. We optimized our hydrogel and electrical system to produce clear output
signals to be measured by biowearables during benchtop testing. We tested our complete
phantom system to characterize its behavior, verify its effectiveness, and better inform
biowearable testing. Further experimentation should be done before the phantom can completely
characterize biowearable behavior. Continued development of the phantom should focus on
enhancing its complexity to improve anatomical accuracy and increasing reliability.
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CHAPTER 1: PROJECT INTRODUCTION
1.1 PROJECT RATIONALE
1.1.1 Introduction to Biowearables
According to Fortune Business Insights, the medical device industry has seen a recent rise in
usage of wearable medical devices, also known as biowearables [1]. These devices, such as
smart watches, smart clothes, and activity trackers, have the ability to diagnose, treat, and
monitor medical conditions. Biowearables are becoming increasingly popular for diagnostic
purposes because they are ideal for continuous monitoring. Wearable devices can cost-effectively
and noninvasively diagnose disease states based on large datasets. This market has grown
significantly in the last 5 years, and this trend is expected to continue over the next 10 years, as
depicted in Figure 1 [1]. It is predicted that by 2027, the market will have nearly doubled. This
growth will lead to an increase in regulatory submissions to the FDA. As these devices enter the
market, they have the potential to improve the treatment and diagnosis of various diseases.

Figure 1: Market growth in biowearable industry [1].
1.1.2 Biowearable for Measuring GI Motility
G-Tech Medical is a Silicon Valley startup that is developing one such biowearable device. Their
device aims to non-invasively and continuously monitor the muscle activity in the
gastrointestinal (GI) system, to help physicians identify and diagnose diseases and irregularities.
1

The GI system is made up of the organs that help digest and absorb nutrients and excrete waste.
The abdominal GI organs are the stomach, small intestine, and colon; these are the organs that
G-Tech Medical’s device monitors. These organs undergo peristalsis and segmentation to move,
digest, and absorb nutrients from food. As seen in Figure 2, peristalsis moves a bolus forward by
contracting and relaxing the muscles in the organ canal. Segmentation mixes the luminal content
and maximizes its exposure to the surfaces of the GI tract, allowing the nutrients to get absorbed
[2].

Figure 2: Muscle movements during peristalsis and segmentation [2]
These movements in the stomach, small intestine, and colon produce electrical signals from the
smooth muscle, known as myoelectric activity. They are regulated by an intricate network of
neurons, which make their function complex and dynamic [3]. The muscles in each organ
contract at different frequencies. The colon operates between 20-40 cpm (cycles per minute), the
small intestine between 5-15 cpm, and the stomach below 10 cpm. The amplitude of the signals
created by these movements range from 5-15 mV [4].
GI activity is currently difficult to measure in the medical field, but its behavior is important.
Abnormal GI activity occurs in diseased states, such as Crohn’s disease and ulcerative colitis,
and often after abdominal surgeries. Tracking the motility of the abdominal GI organs can help
physicians assign appropriate treatment to their patients. Currently, non-invasive diagnoses are
mainly based on a patient's descriptions of pain, nausea, or bowel movements. This is subjective,
hard to measure, and only supplies information after the patient is in distress. G-Tech Medical’s
Patch is a new quantitative, non-invasive measuring tool.
2

G-Tech Medical is developing a Patch System to quantitatively record myoelectric signals in an
accurate and timely manner. Their technology, which is shown in Figure 3, consists of a Patch
(Figure 3A) that is placed in specific locations on the abdomen (Figure 3B). It continuously
records the signals produced by the patient’s abdomen. This data is relayed to an app where it
can be examined by a physician (Figure 3C). They can use the data to diagnose abnormal
digestive functions, characterize postoperative function, and assign appropriate treatments.
According to a paper written by the company’s founders, this Patch will save hospital resources,
doctors’ time, and patient money, as it gives a quick diagnosis with no surgical component
necessary [5].

Figure 3:A. G-Tech Medical’s Patch B. Patch placement along the abdomen. C. Patch System
diagram showing signal recording and relaying to a smart device [6].
1.1.3 Problems with Current Biowearable Testing Methods
In order for biowearables, including G-Tech Medical’s Patch System, to receive FDA approval,
they must undergo extensive testing to prove their safety and efficacy. Current testing options
include in vivo methods, performed on animals and humans, and in vitro methods, such as
cadaver testing. These methods are insufficient in many ways. Early stage in vivo testing is not
always reliable due to variations between patients. Performing tests on patients that have high
variability between one another has a greater chance of producing results that are uninformative
or misleading [7]. These methods can also be expensive and time-consuming. The cost of animal
studies can range from $1,000 to $700,000; in vitro alternatives to these tests have reduced costs,
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but still range from $500 to $22,000 [8]. These tests can take months or years to complete, which
heightens the high costs of testing [9].
Additionally, there are ethical issues surrounding human and animal preclinical testing. When
testing on humans, researchers and organizations must carefully follow the ethical codes of
conduct to uphold the safety and respect of subjects. Receiving informed consent and monitoring
subject safety are not straightforward tasks and can be improperly performed or neglected,
resulting in subject harm [10, 11]. Even with these properly conducted, risks still remain in
human medical device testing. Human testing can cause mild to serious side-effects and be a
substandard treatment or diagnosis to current practices [12]. Animal testing is also highly
contested and considered unethical by a large portion of the population. Not only can it be cruel
and cause suffering to animals, but it is also not always an effective method for testing a device
due to the anatomical and physiological differences between animals and humans [12]. These
ethical challenges can be reduced with new methods of reliable preclinical testing; phantoms
provide an alternative that doesn’t pose risks to humans or animals while still demonstrating the
medical devices’ safety and efficacy.
1.1.4 Market Needs Analysis
For the reasons listed above, there is a need for effective benchtop testing methods that have a
consistent and systematic approach to biowearable testing. Benchtop testing is a cheaper
alternative to in vivo testing that ensures patient safety and quantifies the effects of a device
before clinical testing.
One such benchtop testing mechanism is artificial tissue emulating (ATE) phantoms. A phantom
is a synthesized structure intended to accurately mimic the desired properties of an organ, which
can be used in validation as an alternative to human or animal testing. Phantoms provide
accurate, cost-effective alternatives to prove the safety and efficacy of biowearables.
According to Ahmed Mobashsher and Amin Abbosh, in order to emulate a human organ or
tissue, a phantom must be anatomically realistic, mimic dielectric properties, and employ the
same mechanisms of the desired functions [13].
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In order to assist with their FDA submission, G-Tech Medical has expressed the need for a
phantom that emulates gastrointestinal activity, specifically focusing on the stomach, small
intestine, and colon. The phantom should be made of a hydrogel material with electrical sources
that imitate the myoelectric signals produced by the GI organs. The inputted signals must be able
to represent the organs of healthy patients and patients with various gastrointestinal disorders.
The phantom must also successfully mimic the conductivity and permittivity of the GI tract, so
that the phantom signals replicate the heterogeneity and strength of signals that the Patch System
detects when placed atop the human abdomen. G-Tech Medical will then be able to test the
functionality of their Patch using the phantom.

1.2 TISSUE PHANTOMS
1.2.1 Existing Tissue Phantoms
While there is not a lot of research specific to gastrointestinal phantoms, there are many skin and
muscle phantoms that target similar properties. Existing phantoms can be categorized by
consistency as liquid, semi-solid, or solid [13]. In order for the phantom to support the weight of
the G-Tech Medical Patch, liquid phantoms would not be practical. Solid phantoms require
special production equipment because fabrication involves high temperatures and pressures.
Thus, a semi-solid phantom best fits the needs of this project.
Semi-solid phantoms come with both benefits and drawbacks. The first advantage is that the
shape and size is customizable. Semi-solid phantoms take on the shape of their mold or container
and can be made to have multiple layers. This allows semi-solid phantoms to easily mimic the
physical characteristics of the body. For example, multilayered hydrogels can imitate layers of
skin tissue with different material and electrical properties [13]. As for disadvantages, many
semi-solid phantoms are hydrogels and tend to dehydrate or mold. Additionally, making invasive
measurements often leads to deformation. These traits make them problematic for repetitive use.
However, Lazebnik et al. made a phantom from an aqueous hydrogelatin solution and a solution
of 50% kerosene and 50% safflower oil that remained stable over a 6 week period [14]. Thus,
specific formulations can improve shelf life. A characteristic of current semi-solid phantoms that
was a drawback for our project was that they are being tested with frequencies in the MHz and
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GHz ranges [13, 14, 15]. This range is tailored to the microwave and imaging applications, such
as FCC-authorized ISM (indus-trial, scientific, and medical) bands, phased array systems, and
intracavitary probes, that the phantoms are most commonly being used for [15]. As mentioned in
Section 1.1: Project Rationale, the GI organs are emitting signals of 40 cpm at most. 40 cpm is
0.67 Hz. A phantom working with mHz frequencies will behave differently than one working in
the MHz range.
There are various types of semi-solid phantoms. Some of the most common semi-solid phantom
materials are agar, agarose, gelatin, PVA, PDMS, and TX-151. These materials are mixed with a
liquid, heated, and then cooled to form a semi-solid substance.
1.2.2 Tissue Phantoms that Mimic Electrical Properties
One of the most important features of the proposed GI phantom is that it mimics the dielectric
properties of the abdomen. Current publications discuss a variety of additives that can be used to
alter the permittivity, also known as the dielectric constant, and conductivity of tissue phantoms.
These manufacturing methods can be applied to a GI phantom as initial formulations. Some of
the additives explored in publications are discussed below.
As mentioned in the section above, Lazebnik et al. made a phantom using a mixture of
hydrogelatin, kerosene, and safflower oil and observed the relationship between amount of oil
and the dielectric properties of the phantom. Since oil has very low permittivity and conductivity,
the dielectric properties of the phantom samples decreased as the percentage of oil increased.
High-oil concentration samples can be used to mimic low-water content tissues; low
concentrations of oil can mimic high-water content tissues [14].
In research by Chou et al., polyethylene and aluminum powders were used to manipulate the
dielectric constants of their phantoms. At frequencies above 100 mHz, the dielectric constant of
water is greater than actual tissue. Thus for the hydrogel phantoms developed in this study, the
permittivity needed to be lowered to match human tissue. Polyethylene powder was used to
decrease the permittivity of the phantom. In contrast, the permittivity needed to be increased to
match actual tissue for frequencies below 100 mHz. Aluminum powder served this purpose. This
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study found that permittivity increased as frequency decreased, within a range of 13.56 to 2,450
MHz. There was no attempt to consider frequencies under 13.56 MHz because the high amount
of aluminum powder needed would simultaneously increase the thermal conductivity beyond the
scope of the experiment [15].
Yu et al. suggested a simpler approach of using salt to change dielectric properties. The phantom
in this study used hydrogelatin powder and agar as its foundational ingredients because of the
consistency they yield and their high-water content. It was found that both conductivity and
relative permittivity increase with increasing amounts of salt. Similar to aforementioned studies,
it was found that with decreasing frequency, conductivity decreased and relative permittivity
increased [16].
All three of these examples fail to be in the frequency range for our project, so it is unclear
whether the patterns discussed are applicable in our phantom.

1.3 PROJECT GOAL
This project aims to develop an artificial platform that emulates the stomach, small intestine, and
colon. This provides a benchtop test setup for G-Tech Medical’s biowearable device that
non-invasively measures GI motility. This will aid with G-Tech Medical’s regulatory submission
and lay the foundation for the development of future tissue phantoms. The phantom must mimic
the human abdomen’s material and electrical properties. Additionally, this project aims to
develop an in silico model of our phantom system to use as a tool to predict and verify
experimental results. This model should also be used as a method to validate the effectiveness of
the phantom system as a simulation of the human GI tract.
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CHAPTER 2: THE GASTROINTESTINAL PHANTOM
2.1 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
As mentioned previously, the two key elements in our phantom that are important to its function
and its relevance to G-Tech Medical’s benchtop testing are 1) its material properties and 2) its
electrical properties. Materially, we had two primary considerations for our phantom. The first
was consistency; our phantom needed to be characteristic of human tissue. The second was size
and shape; the dimensions of the hydrogel needed to be representative of the human abdomen.
Electrically, our aim was to send signals into the phantom that mimic the amplitude, frequency,
and heterogeneity of the signals produced from the abdomen. These signals needed to reach the
surface of the phantom where they could be read by the G-Tech Medical Patch.
Our final phantom is composed of three parts: a hydrogel, an electrical system, and a box. The
hydrogel was designed to satisfy the material requirements. It was also designed to be conductive
in order to play a role in the electrical system. It transfers the electrical signals from a source
under the hydrogel up through the material to its surface, where it can be read by the G-Tech
Medical Patch. The electrical system of our phantom was designed to satisfy the electrical
requirements. It emits signals that match the low amplitudes and frequencies produced by the
human body. G-Tech Medical will be able measure these signals on the surface of the hydrogel to
test their Patch System.
2.1.1 Electrical System
The electrical system represents the abdominal GI organs. It is designed to send a signal into the
hydrogel phantom that mimics the low amplitudes and frequencies emitted by the human
abdomen. Our system contains a function generator, copper tape, and an oscilloscope. The
function generator produces the low amplitude and frequency signals. The copper tape
distributes these signals into the underside of our hydrogel. The oscilloscope reads the signal
inputs from the function generator and the outputs at the surface of our hydrogel.
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2.1.2 Hydrogel
The hydrogel represents the tissue anterior to the abdominal organs. It is the physical makeup of
our phantom and plays a role in meeting our material and electrical requirements. Materially, our
hydrogel’s consistency and size were representative of the abdominal tissue and its dimensions.
Electrically, the hydrogel was conductive in order to transfer electrical signals through it.
2.1.3 Phantom Box
We designed and produced a box to contain our phantom and combine the electrical and material
components. Our box will be used by G-Tech Medical to provide a robust and reusable benchtop
setup for their Patch System testing.

2.2 INTEGRATION OF SUBSYSTEMS
The three subsystems were separately optimized before being combined and used for both our
own phantom characterization testing as well as G-Tech Medical’s Patch System testing. The
total phantom system design is depicted in Figure 4. The bottom surface of the box contains the
copper tape pattern.The conductive hydrogel sits on the copper tape, forming a closed circuit that
the electrical signal can travel through. Not depicted are the power source and signal reader,
which for our testing purposes were a function generator and oscilloscope, and for G-Tech
Medical’s purposes are a specialized power source and their Patch System.

Figure 4: Drawing of the phantom box integrating copper tape and hydrogel
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CHAPTER 3: SUBSYSTEM 1 – ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
3.1 OVERVIEW OF SUBSYSTEM
According to G-Tech Medical’s needs, our phantom needs to transfer electrical signals from the
bottom of the hydrogel, up through the material to its surface, where those signals can be read by
the G-Tech Medical Patch System. We spoke with the industry partners frequently to understand
what signals they needed the phantom to produce. They also proposed starting points for our
electrical circuit design; our electrical circuit needed to produce a leakage current because this is
how the GI signals reach the abdomen surface. This was accomplished through a leaky capacitor
circuit.

3.2 TESTING TOOLS
We used a power source to represent the abdominal GI organs. We used an LG 1301 function
generator which was capable of distributing voltages from 5 mV up to 1 V, the voltage range that
we were seeking to input into our phantom. Our signals were recorded with a Tektronix TDS
3012B Oscilloscope. We used an assortment of banana plug wires and BNC connectors to
connect our circuit elements together. These tools were borrowed from the SCU Electrical
Engineering department.
3.2.1 Copper Tape Configuration
We used copper tape to send electrical signals into the hydrogel for various reasons: it is highly
conductive, it can be easily configured into different patterns, it is flat so it doesn’t deform the
shape of the hydrogel, and it adheres easily to the plastic sheet that the hydrogel rests on,
ensuring that the pattern stays constant across multiple tests and hydrogel swaps.
We kept our copper tape pattern simple to reduce the variability and complexity of our system
while exploring the behavior of the hydrogel under various conditions. We placed two copper
tape strips (each measuring ¼” wide) parallel to one another on a 15”x15” plastic sheet. They
were spaced 1” apart and were centered on the plastic sheet’s longitudinal midline, as shown in
Figure 5. The ends of the tape folded into tabs at the edges of the sheet for the electrical
equipment to clip on to. One copper tape strip connected to the positive terminal of the power
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source and the other strip was connected to ground. These two strips didn’t touch, so the circuit
wasn’t complete until we placed the conductive hydrogel on top of them. The current flows
laterally through the hydrogel from one strip to the other, behaving like a simple capacitor.
Because the hydrogel is conductive, some of the current leaks upwards towards its surface,
where it produces a signal that can be read by the G-Tech Medical Patch.
We used this copper tape configuration for all of our testing. We spent the year optimizing and
characterizing the other elements of our system instead of focusing on the copper tape design. A
future step in regards to phantom design would be to create a copper tape pattern that produces
distributed signals to match the anatomical locations and shapes of the signals produced by the
human abdomen.

Figure 5: Copper tape configuration on 15”x15” plastic sheet. The red alligator clip connects to
power and the black alligator clip connects to ground of the function generator

3.3 SIGNAL OPTIMIZATION
During our initial phantom testing, the oscilloscope was not producing clear signals at the low
frequencies and amplitudes that mimic the human abdomen, as shown in Figure 6A. The signals
produced in biosystems are much lower than what our oscilloscope was designed to read. We
needed to find a solution to reduce the signal noise and clean up the reading in order to establish
a test setup that would supply clear and reliable information during the phantom characterization
tests.
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We first tried to read the signals from our circuit with a newer oscilloscope (Hewlett Packard
Infinium), but it did not reduce the noise in the signals. We switched back to our original
oscilloscope and tested many methods to reduce the noise, including signal amplification using
op-amps, signal filtering using a low-pass filter, AC coupling settings on the oscilloscope, and a
DC offset on the function generator.
Ultimately, DC coupling and a 20 MHz Bandwidth Limit Filter on the oscilloscope eliminated
enough noise to produce a readable signal. The Bandwidth Limit Filter reduces the bandwidth of
the oscilloscope to the selected frequency. Any frequencies that are higher than the selected level
are attenuated or removed completely from the trigger path. We also found that our output signal
had a large DC offset that was caused by the hydrogel. We manually applied a counter voltage
offset on our oscilloscope to move the signal on to the screen.

Figure 6: A. Unfiltered oscilloscope settings for a 18 cpm (0.30 Hz) and 15 mV signal.
B. 20 MHz bandwidth filter and counter voltage offset settings for a 21 cpm (0.5 Hz) and
15 mV signal.
This test setup and oscilloscope optimization was a crucial element in the phantom development
and testing. By producing clear oscilloscope signals, our team developed an effective method to
measure the low amplitude and frequency signals that we were inputting into the phantom.
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3.4 ELECTRICAL SYSTEM SETUP
Combining the electrical system components, we formed an electrical circuit that would be
complete when the conductive hydrogel was placed on top of the copper strips. 1” marks were
made on the left and top edges of our plastic sheet to provide coordinate references for the
locations of the copper tape, hydrogel and sensing probes. The copper tape and hydrogel were set
up on a 15”x15” plastic sheet during our testing; however, these parts will be set up on the
12”x12” insert that fits into the phantom box during G-Tech Medical’s benchtop testing.
The function generator connected to a T-connector, which had one wire connecting directly to
input 1 of our oscilloscope and one wire connecting positive and ground alligator clips to each
strip of copper tape. Channel 2 of the oscilloscope connected to alligator clips that measured the
signal at the surface of the hydrogel. This electrical system setup is shown in Figure 7. A
detailed protocol of the electrical system setup is in Appendix D: Electrical System Test Setup
Protocol.

Figure 7: Electrical system setup without hydrogel.
The sensing probes needed a consistent connection with the gel; touching the alligator clips
directly to the hydrogel was inaccurate and easily punctured the hydrogel surface. We created a
flat conductive surface that remained in steady contact with the hydrogel for the alligator clips to
attach to. We wrapped copper tape around thin pieces of plastic (microscope slides from the SCU
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Bioinnovation Lab), leaving a tab for the alligator clips to grip. These sensing probes are shown
in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Sensing probe attachment pieces for steady hydrogel surface connection.
The standard position of these sensing probes was 1” apart centered over the copper tape, as
shown in Figure 9. Unless noted otherwise, this placement was used for all of the tests and
served as the control.

Figure 9: Drawing of control probe placement positioning.
This electrical system setup established a consistent method for testing and characterizing our
hydrogel. It will also allow future teams to run similar experiments on the phantom system, and
it lays a foundation for G-Tech Medical to further develop the phantom for their Patch use. An
example of industry use of the phantom can be seen in Appendix A: G-Tech Medical Patch
Testing.
14

CHAPTER 4: SUBSYSTEM 2 – HYDROGEL
4.1 OVERVIEW OF SUBSYSTEM
The project’s foundational goal was to develop a block of material that behaves like the
abdomen. G-Tech Medical would then be able to use it in place of in vivo preclinical testing
methods. The phantom needed to replicate the tissue that lies between the organs and the surface
of the skin. Therefore, it needed to mimic the adult abdomen both physically and electrically. In
order to represent this, the hydrogel needed to transfer clear electrical signals through its
material. It also needed to match the consistency and dimensions of an average human abdomen.
Much of the project was spent optimizing the phantom’s hydrogel material. The hydrogel was
made out of agarose, a flexible, jelly-like fluid commonly used for biological phantoms. We
experimented with various agarose and salt concentrations to optimize the signal behavior. The
specifics of these tests are included in the sections below. The final hydrogel design is a 1%
agarose block with a 0.05M salt concentration.

4.2 SOURCE OF CONSISTENCY
4.2.1 Material Choice
As mentioned in Section 1.2.1: Existing Tissue Phantoms, some viable phantom material options
are agar, agarose, gelatin, PVA, PDMS, and TX-151. Of these choices, agarose and agar are most
commonly used in biotechnology. A key consideration in material choice was ease of production.
PVA and TX 151 did not meet this criteria. The protocol for aqueous PVA solution requires a
freeze-thaw cycle and TX-151 requires degassing. Because the hydrogel would be made at
home, we also wanted it to be water-based. PDMS is not. In contrast, agarose, gelatin, and agar
are made simply through a process of boiling powder and water. Gelatin, being a collagen-based
substance, isn’t as stiff as agarose or agar. Recognizing that we would be picking our hydrogel
up and moving it around, we concluded that it would be best to use agarose or agar. Agarose is
purified agar, and it has a lower melting temperature. Thus, we chose to use agarose instead of
agar. Because agarose is nontoxic, it was extremely attractive for a project run out of a home
kitchen, due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
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4.2.2 Optimization of Agarose Concentration Material Choice
The optimal agarose concentration was based on the project’s material needs. The hydrogel
needed to roughly mimic human tissue. It had to be flexible like tissue; however, it also needed
to be solid enough that it could be easily removed from its container for testing. The hydrogel
should not break apart.
The first hydrogel created had a 0.5% agarose concentration. This first percentage was based on
our initial understanding of the stiffness of agarose hydrogels. During testing, we found the 0.5%
hydrogels to be slippery and challenging to remove from their setting containers. One of the
hydrogels broke in two pieces during its transfer from container to test setup. Also, when placing
sensing probes on the hydrogel to take measurements, its surface further broke. Despite these
challenges, the flexibility of the hydrogel was on target. We then tested both 1% and 5% agarose
concentrations. The 5% was much too stiff. On the other hand, the 1% maximized a flexible
texture while also not breaking easily like the 0.5% hydrogel had. We chose a 1% concentration
and found that it worked well throughout our following experiments.
4.2.3 Conclusions Drawn
The hydrogel acted as a platform for a distributed electrical signal. Because the electrical
patterns were the central focus, we did not need to further iterate the hydrogel consistency. This
concentration provided a flexibility that mimicked human tissue, but also provided easy
transport.

4.3 SOURCE OF CONDUCTIVITY
4.3.1 Material Choice
For a phantom focused on replicating the electrical characteristics of the abdomen, it was clear
that mimicking the body’s dielectric properties would be extremely important. As discussed in
Section 1.2.2 Tissue Phantoms that Mimic Electrical Properties, oil, polyethylene powder,
aluminum powder, and salt are all used to manipulate the dielectric constant and conductivity of
biological phantoms. With at-home production, we thought salt was the most practical choice.
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Although oil would have been easy for at-home use as well, this ingredient would have impacted
the texture of the hydrogel.
4.3.2 Optimization of Salt Concentration
It was important to understand the relationship between salinity and the hydrogel’s dielectric
properties, the dielectric constant and conductivity. A paper by Gadani et al. studied the
correlation between the two. For a given microwave frequency, the dielectric constant decreases
slowly with an increase in salinity from 5000 to 35000 ppm [17]. Chou et al.’s publication
indicated that temperature also has an important impact on the dielectric constant [15]. This
made it clear that we needed to specify the use of the phantom at room temperature.
Unfortunately, the dielectric constant and conductivity of the abdomen is not well known at
frequencies below 10 Hz. Thus, there was no value for us to match. We instead focused on
making our phantom conductive enough to effectively transmit signals.
A study by Gabriel et al. tested NaCl values ranging from 1M to 0M [18]. Chou et al. produced a
0.62 S/m hydrogel to replicate the dielectric properties of muscle tissue at a frequency of 13.56
MHz [15]. Based on extrapolations from data in the study by Kandadai et al., 0.62 S/m is
approximately 0.02M [19]. This publication worked with salt concentrations below 0.1% [19].
Because of limitations of our scale, we were not able to accurately measure our salt
concentrations below 0.05M. However, these publications indicated that our salt concentration
range should be below 1M.
We tested the salt concentrations of 0, 0.1, 0.5, and 1M. 0M acted as our control. These tests
were run on hydrogels with a 0.5% agarose concentration, 1 V input, and 18 cpm frequency. The
salt optimization tests were run in parallel with hydrogel optimization, explaining why the
agarose was not at the optimized 1% for these tests.
The first aim of the salt optimization testing was to determine the relationship between signal
strength and salt concentration. We were surprised to find that leakage current did not increase
with salt within the given concentration range. As the salt concentration increased from 0 to 1M,
both the input and output signals experienced greater attenuation. G-Tech Medical wanted a
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phantom with minimal attenuation for their testing. Interestingly, the 0M hydrogel yielded the
greatest output. When we began the testing, we did not know that agarose in itself is conductive.
Regardless of this fact, we decided to keep a measurable amount of salt in our final hydrogel
because this followed tissue phantom literature and the requests of our industry partners.
The second aim of the salt optimization testing was to see which concentration produced the
clearest signal. A clear signal was defined as one in which the sine wave had minimal attenuation
and a symmetric shape. The signals were much clearer at lower molarities than at higher ones.
Figure 10 exemplifies this trend: the output voltage at 1M is much more attenuated than at 0M.
At higher molarities, we also experienced sine wave shape deformities. The signal for the 0M
hydrogel in Figure 10A looks less distorted than the signal for the 1M hydrogel in Figure 10B.

Figure 10: A. 0M salt signal. B. 1M salt signal. The yellow sine wave is measuring the input
signal from the function generator, the blue sine wave is measuring the output signal of the
sensing probes on the surface of the hydrogel.
The 0M hydrogel produced the clearest signal, but again we wanted to have a measurable
amount of salt. We created 0.05M concentration hydrogel and ran the test protocol used above.
In comparing this molarity to previous data, we found that the 0.05M produced a signal clearer
than the 0.1M and comparable to the 0M. Thus, we decided 0.05M was the optimal salt
concentration at this point in our experimentation.
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4.3.3 Comsol Modeling for Conductivity Experiments
In order to better inform the physical experiments, we performed an in silico model simulation
using Comsol Multiphysics. The simulation utilized 2D modeling with electric currents physics.
The model performed a time dependent simulation from one to five seconds using 0.1 second
intervals. Figure 11A depicts a cross section of the phantom system in Figure 11B, corresponding
to the blue plane. Both the strips and probes used copper as their material, while the hydrogel
utilized a blank material with a dielectric constant of 1000 and varying conductivities. While the
actual dielectric constant of the hydrogel is not known, this value was approximated using data
from a study by Yusof et al. on the dielectric properties of agarose phantoms [20].

Figure 11: A. Cross section of the phantom system. B. The complete phantom system in which
the blue plane represents the surface modeled in Comsol.
The simulation utilized a 50 mV voltage input with a frequency of 0.21 Hz at the left copper
strip, while the other copper strip was grounded. Figure 12A shows the leakage current through a
hydrogel with a conductivity of 0.6 S/m, and Figure 12B shows the leakage current through a
hydrogel of 0.9 S/m conductivity.
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Figure 12: A. Leakage current through a hydrogel with a 0.6 S/m conductivity, estimated
to be 0.03M salt concentration. B. Leakage current through a hydrogel with a 0.9 S/m
conductivity, estimated to be 0.05M salt concentration.
The simulation shows that the majority of the current density remains at the bottom of the
hydrogel, as it flows from one strip to another. However, there is an amount of leakage current
going to the probes. The current density in the electric field between the probes and copper strips
increases in magnitude with increasing conductivity.
Because of the differences between our physical experiments and our Comsol results, we
hypothesized that the relationship between conductivity and leakage current forms a bell curve.
Initially as salt increases, so does leakage current. The current travels through the hydrogel to the
sensing probes, as the Comsol model showed. However, electric current always takes the path of
least resistance. Eventually the conductance gets too high and the path of least resistance is no
longer to the sensing probes but rather between the two copper tape strips. Too high of
conductance values effectively short the circuit. We theorized that this is the phenomenon we
saw in our physical testing data.
To test this theory on Comsol, we needed a more quantitative analysis method than the current
density plot shown in Figure 12. We understood that as conductivity increases, the total
magnitude of current density would increase across the hydrogel; however, we aimed to find out
if it increased proportionally across the whole surface or more in the vertical or horizontal
directions. To do this, we used 2D cutpoints to evaluate the current density at specific points
along the model. We measured the difference in the current density between the positive and
ground copper strips and between the positive copper strip and the probe above it. As
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demonstrated in Figure 13, this is the change in current density between points A and B and
between points B and C.

Figure 13: Diagram showing the horizontal and vertical flow from Point B, which is the
copper strip.
The change from A to B is representative of vertical current flow, or leakage current. The change
across B and C is horizontal flow, which is the direct path from the positive to ground strips. To
understand the relationship between the flow of vertical and horizontal current, we took the ratio
of the vertical flow over the horizontal flow at many material conductivities. Figure 14 depicts
the results, which plot the current flow ratio against conductivity.
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Figure 14: Behavior of current flow with varying conductivities in the Comsol model.
From the graph, it can be seen that that data forms a curve, meaning that current density does not
increase proportionally across the hydrogel surface at increasing conductivities. For the lower
hydrogel conductivities, as conductivity increases, the ratio increases. This means that leakage
current is increasing relative to horizontal current. However, at a certain conductivity, which our
model shows to be around 5 S/m or 0.285 M, the ratio decreases, because leakage current is
decreasing compared to horizontal current flow. This modeling supports our salt hypothesis, and
while the curve looks different than we expected, we still see a peak in leakage current. This
peak value is in the sub-0.5M range of the value our team estimated as the optimal salt
concentration from our physical experiments estimation, which is 0.05M. While these values are
not the same, both our physical and computer-simulated experiments are an estimation and more
values should be tested in the future.
4.3.4 Conclusions Drawn
To meet G-Tech Medical’s approaching regulatory deadlines, we decided that 0.05M was the
optimal salt concentration. This molarity produced an electrical signal which yielded a clear
reading atop the hydrogel surface. Because we were surprised by the negative trend shown in
experimental data, we modeled a range of salt concentrations using Comsol to help support our
“salt curve” hypothesis. With more time and a more accurate scale, it would be important to
further investigate the optimal salt concentration.
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4.4 FABRICATION
All hydrogels were made in home kitchens due to COVID-19 restrictions. Two sizes of
hydrogels were produced, labeled as production and testing sizes. Optimization testing was
completed on testing size hydrogels, which are roughly 7”x5”. Characterization testing, which
will be described in sections below, was completed on production size hydrogels. The size of the
production hydrogel was specifically chosen in order to replicate the size of the average adult
abdomen. The range of the width and height of the abdomen is between 10’’-14’’ wide and
10’’-17’’ inches tall [21]. The thickness of the tissue anterior to the GI organs is typically
between 0.5’’ and 5’’ [22]. Based on these values, the production size is a 12”x 12” hydrogel.
4.4.1 Materials
1. Laboratory grade agarose
2. D.I. water
3. Measuring scale
4. Kosher salt
5. Containers:
a. Production hydrogel size: 12”x12”x 4”, 6299 mL
b. Testing hydrogel size: 7”x 5.3”x 2.3”, 828 mL
6. Stirring Utensil
7. Burner or cooking stove
8. Cooking pot
9. Butter knife or similar flat edge
4.4.2 Standard Procedure
1. Table 2: Calculations for measuring hydrogel ingredients and Table 3: Measurements for
various hydrogel thicknesses and containers indicate the dimensions and volumes for
various hydrogels heights. Choose the size of hydrogel phantom you will make and note
its total and container volumes (see note in Appendix B: Hydrogel Fabrication
Calculations). Calculate the following values using the equations in Appendix B:
Hydrogel Fabrication Calculations for your chosen dimensions: agarose, salt, and
mixture agarose/water.
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2. Prepare the hydrogel container prior to making the agarose/water mixture. Line the
container with aluminum foil for easy removal of the hydrogel. Make sure that some of
the aluminum foil hangs over the edges of the container so that you can use it to pull out
the hydrogel. Weigh out salt, according to the calculations completed in Step 1, into the
container the hydrogel will be made in. Set the container aside for later.
3. Using the measuring scale, weigh out the agarose, according to the calculations
completed in Step 1, in the cooking pot. Pour roughly 80% of the total volume of D.I.
water into the cooking pot and stir these two ingredients together using your stirring
device. Stir until the mixture is homogeneous (about 15 seconds). Pour in more D.I. water
until you have reached the final value of the total volume. This is the agarose/water
mixture. This segmented mixing is standard for creating dilutions, so as to not introduce
error. Simply adding the agarose and total volume of D.I. water would change the final
volume of the solution.
4. Bring the mixture to a boil over high heat. Once it is boiling, turn down the heat to
medium, so as to not have the liquid boil over. Continue boiling the agarose/water
mixture until it is clear (about 2 minutes depending on the volume of mixture). It is likely
that the agarose/water mixture will need to be removed from the heat in order to decide
whether or not it is clear because it will be vigorously bubbling. If any agarose powder
particles are visible, place the agarose/water mixture back on the heat for a few more
minutes. The longer the mixture is boiled, the more D.I. water evaporates. It is important
to minimize this error by taking the agarose/water mixture of the heat as soon as the
agarose dissolves.
5. Immediately after removing the agarose/water mixture from the heat, quickly find the
container set aside for the hydrogel. Zero it out on the scale and double check that there is
already salt in it. Pour in roughly 80% of the container volume, mix the agarose/water
mixture with the salt, and then resume pouring in the mixture until you reach the full
container volume. There will likely be some excess agarose/water mixture left in the
cooking pot. Make sure to pour the agarose/water mixture into its container right after
you take it off the heat. If you wait too long, it will begin to solidify as it cools.
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6. Leave the mixture to cool until it has solidified. This will take varying amounts of time
depending on the container size. For smaller containers, it was about 30 minutes, but the
thickest 12”x12” hydrogel took multiple hours.
7. Clean up your workspace.
8. When the phantom has fully solidified, remove it from the container. For easiest removal,
loosen the edges using a butter knife and lift up on the aluminum foil. Use the phantom
for testing.
4.4.3 Making Hydrogels in Mass
The protocol in Section 4.4.2: Standard Procedure is instructions for making one hydrogel.
During most sets of experiments multiple hydrogels were made.
If salt concentrations or thicknesses are being varied, a mass amount of the agarose/water
mixture can be made at once. It will be divided between multiple containers, but the general
protocol can be followed the same. Pay special attention to the amount of ingredients in each
container because the salt or water/agarose values may vary between the containers. It is helpful
to have notes nearby that indicate how much salt and agarose/water mixture goes into each
container. Labeling the containers also reduces error.
If agarose concentrations are being varied, each hydrogel needs to be made individually. The
hydrogels cannot be made in mass like they are when varying salt concentrations or thicknesses.
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CHAPTER 5: SUBSYSTEM 3 – PHANTOM BOX
5.1 OVERVIEW OF SUBSYSTEM
The phantom box serves to combine the system’s material and electrical components. It was
created for G-Tech Medical to provide a robust and systematic benchtop setup for their studies,
which appeals to the FDA. The box design was a highly collaborative process between our team
and our industry partners because it was largely based on G-Tech Medical’s desired functions.
The phantom box is designed to serve four key purposes: the first is to contain the hydrogel in an
enclosed space so that the hydrogel holds its shape for an extended period of time; the second is
to allow the hydrogel to be easily removed and replaced without breaking; the third is to provide
a structure that the copper tape can be attached to, providing a sturdy and consistent power
source directly to the hydrogel; the fourth is to easily connect the power source to the copper
patterning that is attached to the inner-bottom face of the box.

5.2 RATIONALE FOR BOX DESIGN
Our final design addressed each requirement that our team and G-Tech Medical established.
Each requirement and its design rationale is discussed below.
1. Hydrogel containment: Our hydrogel dimensions approximately match the size of the
human abdomen, as listed in Section 4.4: Fabrication. Therefore, the size of the box that
encloses the hydrogel also needed to match these dimensions. We chose to make a square
12”x12”x6” box to reflect values in this range while maintaining simplicity. This
simplified manufacturing and the hydrogel volume and height calculations. The box
material is clear acrylic that is ¼” thick, providing a sturdy yet lightweight structure.
2. Hydrogel interchangeability: The hydrogel, being a semi-solid, is prone to breakage and
needs to be handled gently. We wanted the box design to allow for easy insertion and
removal of the hydrogel with minimal risk of breakage. We decided that the most simple
and effective design was a box with a removable bottom-face. The box floor has a square
10”x10” hole cut out, leaving a 1” ledge on every side. The bottom insert, a 12”x12”
acrylic sheet, can fit into the box and sit on the bottom ledges, which creates a
closed-bottom, open-topped box that the hydrogel can sit in. This design is not watertight,
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but this is not essential because the hydrogel is made in a separate 12”x12” container and
placed into the box after it has cured. When the user wishes to remove or insert the
hydrogel, they can place their palm on the underside of the insert and push upward
through the hole in the bottom until the insert and hydrogel are removed from the box.
They can do this motion in reverse for insertion. This design allows the hydrogel to be
removed without risk of breakage such as if it were scooped out from the top.
3. Copper tape attachment: Copper tape can easily adhere to the plastic insert. The
removable insert design also allows the copper tape patterning to be easily replaced.
4. Power source connection: The final element of our box design is the legs it stands on.
The box rests on four 4” legs, located on each corner, providing ample room between the
underside of the box and the table. This provides space for the electrical connections
between the power source and the underside of the box.
For our team’s testing we did not use the box because while it is important for G-Tech Medical to
have, our tests were sufficiently run on only the plastic insert as described in Section 3.2.1:
Copper Tape Setup. For G-Tech Medical’s use, the connection between their power source and
the copper tape can be achieved by wrapping the copper tape strips around the entire insert, so
that the copper tape on underside of the insert can connect to the power source, and the signal
can be delivered to the upper side of the insert that the hydrogel sits on.
All of the phantom box requirements were accomplished with a box that was inexpensive and
easy to manufacture under the COVID-19 restrictions. This box design is shown in Figure 15.
Detailed drawings and dimensions can be found in Appendix C: CAD Designs of the Phantom
Box. The box was produced in the SCU Maker Lab for under $50.
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Figure 15: Solidworks design of phantom box A. with bottom insert inside, forming a
closed-bottom box. B. with bottom insert hovering above its location inside the box. C. the box
without the insert in place, showing the bottom ledges that hold the insert.
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CHAPTER 6: SYSTEM INTEGRATION, CHARACTERIZATION
TESTING, AND ANALYSIS
The subcomponents discussed from the previous chapters were integrated together, and four
different experiments were run on the optimized phantom system. The tests run were a voltage
return test, frequency vs. thickness test, probe placement test, and probe location test. Each
experiment will be discussed in detail in the following sections. The tests were performed on a
production size hydrogel. The aim of this testing was to characterize the behavior of the phantom
so that G-Tech Medical knew its strengths, limitations, and tendencies during benchtop testing.

6.1 SYSTEM INTEGRATION
Integrating our optimized parts, we had clear and measurable signals for our next tests.
Summary:

Hydrogel
Component

Value

Size

12”x12”, varying thickness

Solution

1% Agarose

Salt Concentration

0.05 M

Electrical System
Component

Model/Setting

Oscilloscope Model

Tektronix TDS 3012B

Oscilloscope Bandwidth

20 MHz

Oscilloscope Voltage Offset

Varied according to measurement
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Current Distributor

Oubaka copper foil tape

Function Generator

LG 1301

Table 1: A. Hydrogel components and their values. B. Electrical system components and their
values.

6.2 CHARACTERIZATION EXPERIMENTS
6.2.1 Voltage Return Test
6.2.1.1 Test Rational
Understanding the average output yield of the phantom was the foundation of characterizing its
behavior. Voltage return is the percentage of electrical signal that is transferred through the gel,
in other words the output to input ratio. Within any system, energy is lost. For example, in the
body, layers of fat and tissue insulate myoelectric signals. Despite this reality, it was essential
that the phantom signal be strong enough to be clearly read atop its surface. The aim of this
testing was first to make sure that the phantom’s voltage return was greater than 50%. More
importantly, the second aim of this experiment was to confirm consistency between tests.
Reproducibility is key to any benchtop testing device; the phantom must yield roughly the same
voltage return despite other variable changes. Knowing an expected voltage return also helps the
user check that the phantom is functioning correctly.
6.2.1.2 Test Setup
This testing measured the output voltages atop the phantom surface as a function of the input
voltages 15, 25, 50, 100, and 200 mV. This range started at 15mV because this value is similar to
the body’s signals, as mentioned in Section 1.1.2 Biowearable for Measuring GI Motility.
G-Tech Medical wanted to see the trend in voltage return when voltage increased 2 or 4 fold,
hence the values of our range. The frequency and gel thickness were held constant at 21 cpm and
2.5” respectively. It was important to monitor the voltage return at the greatest thickness because
this would produce the greatest signal attenuation. The frequency was chosen because it was the
first value that didn’t show any attenuation when G-Tech Medical completed testing (see
Appendix A: G-Tech Medical Patch Testing for more detail). While monitoring the voltage
return, it was also important to G-Tech Medical that we confirm a minimum output of 10mV.
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6.2.1.3 Test Results

Figure 16: Graph showing the relationship between signal output and input
Figure 16 shows the data gathered during voltage return testing. The slope of the line shows that
the average voltage return is around 60%. The R^2 value is 0.95 and the data hugs the slope line.
This data shows that the voltage return is constant across the input amplitudes. A 60% voltage
return was consistent across many of the characterization tests, even at different gel thicknesses
and frequencies. For example, the average voltage return when testing 4 different hydrogel
thicknesses was 0.64 and the average voltage return across 6 different probe placements was
0.55. G-Tech Medical had stressed that they did not want the signal to be attenuated. They were
very excited by a 60% voltage return because this was much higher than their previous
experimental phantoms had yielded.
The 15 mV amplitude yielded an output voltage of 10.2 mV. G-Tech Medical should not input
less than a 15 mV signal in order to receive their desired output. This 15 mV value is within the
range of normal amplitudes emitted from the abdominal organs.
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6.2.2 Thickness vs. Frequency Test
6.2.2.1 Test Rational
G-Tech Medical is interested in the frequency response of the hydrogel in the clinical range.
They had performed tests on the phantom using their Patch, and their results showed signal
attenuation at a 3 cpm input frequency (see Appendix A: G-Tech Medical Patch Testing). They
wanted to see if our test setup and oscilloscope were reading similar attenuation and if so, what
frequency value it was occurring at. They wanted to use this information to determine if the
attenuation they were getting was caused by the phantom or their Patch technology. G-Tech
Medical also asked that we perform this experiment on four different hydrogel thicknesses
because the FDA wanted data on the signal variation across multiple hydrogel thicknesses.
6.2.2.2 Test Setup
This test measured the voltage return at varying frequencies. G-Tech Medical requested a
frequency range of 3-30 cpm because it matches the range in the abdomen. We held the
amplitude constant at 50 mV and probe placement constant in the control position. We made four
hydrogels with thicknesses of 0.75”, 1.5”, 2.0”, and 2.5”.
Although we aimed to create hydrogels whose thicknesses increased by a constant increment,
production challenges led to two hydrogels only varying by 0.25” rather than 0.5”. The
production sized hydrogels were difficult to remove from their containers, so we lined them with
aluminum foil in an attempt to have a mechanism for pulling them out. Because of the size of the
container, aluminum foil sheets had to be overlapped in order to cover the entire surface area.
Boiling hydrogel mixture leaked through these overlaps, impacting the height of the cured
hydrogel. This was not a problem because G-Tech Medical did not need specific hydrogel
heights; they only needed variations in the heights to demonstrate the behavior of the signal.
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6.2.2.3 Test Results

Figure 17: Graph showing the relationship between voltage return and frequency at 4 different
hydrogel thicknesses.
Figure 17 shows the voltage return plotted against frequency for each of the hydrogel
thicknesses. It shows a visual increase in voltage return as the frequency increases, and we
performed a linear regression on each dataset to determine if the slopes are significant. Using
MATLAB, we produced the linear regression model for each dataset. To determine the
significance of the association between changes in independent and dependent variables, we
compared the p-value of the regression coefficient against the significance level, which we set as
α=0.01. If the p-value is less than α, then the data gives enough evidence to reject the null
hypothesis, meaning that there is a non-zero correlation between the frequency and voltage
return values. The 0.75”, 1.5”, 2.0”, and 2.5” hydrogels had p-values of 0.0251, 0.0000817,
0.000172, and 0.00000149, respectively. The thinnest hydrogel displays irregular behavior,
whose linear regression coefficient is negative and whose p-value is greater than 0.01, therefore
we cannot reject the null hypothesis. The next three p-values are well below α=0.01; this
supports the conclusion that there is a non-zero relationship between frequency and voltage
return.
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As previously mentioned, the 0.75” hydrogel dataset displays irregular behavior compared to all
the other tests we ran with varying frequencies. We predict that the irregular behavior was a
result of experimental error, rather than unique hydrogel behavior. Despite all of our actions
taken to improve the consistency among measurements, we still got inconsistent behaviors on a
few data points. For future phantom characterization, it would be beneficial to replicate this test
to try to eliminate outliers and better evaluate if there is a positive relationship between
frequency and voltage return for each of our hydrogel thicknesses.
Although we found a correlation between increasing frequency and increasing voltage return, we
found no clear sign of attenuation in this data. This information helped G-Tech Medical toward
diagnosing the results they were seeing from their Patch testing, and gave them useful
information regarding the relationship between frequency and voltage return.
6.2.3 Sensing Probe Placement Test
6.2.3.1 Test Rational
Another important variable characteristic for the phantom to simulate was the heterogeneity of
the body’s signals. When G-Tech Medical's Patch is placed in different locations along the
abdomen, the signals it collects change in amplitude. For instance, as the Patch is moved laterally
away from an organ, the signals that the Patch reads from that organ will change. In order to
simulate this phenomenon, the test setup was used to measure signals at various sensing probe
placements. Additionally, G-Tech Medical’s Patch shows sensitivity to orientation due to the
floating ground it uses. To test how probe orientation affected the phantom system, the sensing
probes needed to take measurements in horizontal and vertical placements relative to the copper
strips.
6.2.3.2 Test Setup
Figure 18 shows the sensing probe configurations that were tested in this experiment. Figure
18A shows vertical probe placement and Figure 18B shows horizontal probe placement. The
sensing probes were distanced 1” apart from each other and placed -4”, -2”, 0”, 2”, and 4” from
the center line. At each distance, the sensing probes were placed in horizontal and vertical
orientations. The signal inputted into the system had an amplitude of 50 mV and was measured
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at frequencies of 3, 12, 21, and 30 cpm. These tests were performed on the 2.5” thick hydrogel.

Figure 18: A. Vertical probe placement on the hydrogel at varying offset distances.
B. Horizontal probe placement on the hydrogel at varying offset distances.
6.2.3.3 Test Results

Figure 19: Graph showing the relationship between voltage return and frequency of horizontal
probe placement.
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Figure 20: Graph showing the relationship between voltage return and frequency of vertical
probe placement.
Figure 19 shows the results of the horizontal probe placement experiments and Figure 20 shows
the results of the vertical probe placement experiments. Voltage return is plotted against
frequency, with each line representing a different probe offset distance. In general, it appeared
that voltage return increased with increasing frequency. However, there was not a clear trend
among the sensing probe distances with either orientation. It appeared that there may be an
outlier at 30 cpm with 0” vertical placement. Furthermore, it was surprising that voltage returns
across all distances generally remained within a 0.25 range of each other because this was not
representative of a heterogeneous system. One thing to note is that phase was not tracked, only
peak to peak voltage. The horizontal and vertical graphs looked very similar, meaning the probes
in the phantom system did not have a sensitivity to orientation. The results showed that the
phantom system was not behaving the way the G-Tech Medical Patch does when in contact with
the body.
6.2.3.4 Comsol Modeling of Probe Placement Experiments
In order to understand why the phantom system probes were not behaving like the G-Tech
Medical Patch, the experiment was modeled using Comsol. Various probe placements were
simulated in order to check the reliability of the physical results.
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Figures 21A and 21B show plots of the current density (A/m2) phantom across the phantom cross
section. In Figure 21A, the sensing probes are oriented directly over the copper strips. In Figure
21B, the probes have been shifted 1.5” to the left. Figures 21C and 21D plot the current density
at each probe over time. The plot in Figure 21C shows that the signals at probe A and B are
exactly equal and opposite of eachother, creating a voltage difference of 0. This was not what
was observed in the physical experiments. In Figure 21D probe B, which is now much closer to
the electric field than probe A, measures a similar current density as before; however, probe A
now measures a very attenuated signal. This means that there is a positive voltage difference
between the two probes. This simulation shows a heterogeneous signal across the gel surface.

Figure 21: A. Current density (A/m2) mapped across the hydrogel surface when probes are
centered over the copper strips. B. Current density (A/m2) mapped across the hydrogel surface
when probes are offset 1.5”. C. Current density (A/m2) at each probe plotted over time when
probes are centered over the copper strips. D. Current density (A/m2) at each probe plotted over
time when probes are offset by 1.5”.
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While Comsol showed that the signal is heterogeneous across the hydrogel surface, the
experimental results did not. Our hypothesis for this behavior is that the point source probes used
in the physical experiment are not representative of the G-Tech Medical Patch. Their Patch uses
a floating ground, which behaves similarly to a differential probe. While a point source probe
measures the difference between the positive terminal and ground, a differential probe measures
the difference between the positive terminal and negative terminal.
The point source probes did not closely mimic G-Tech Medical’s Patch behavior on an abdomen.
However, Comsol was a useful tool for simulating data and framing next steps toward a more
accurate phantom. This Comsol model will be used by G-Tech Medical in their 510(k)
submission. Going forward, the company will be able to compare their data results to the comsol
simulation. This tool is incredibly valuable as a predictive model for phantom experiments, but
also a tool to confirm and validate physical results.
6.2.4 Sensing Probe Distance Test
6.2.4.1 Test Rational
This testing further examined the heterogeneity of the phantom, as in Section 6.2.3: Probe
Placement Testing. Specifically, we were interested in observing the change in signal as a
function of the distance between the two sensing probes. For this experiment, the distance
between the sensing probes is denoted as a ratio of the distance apart (x) over the thickness of the
hydrogel (d). The thickness remained constant at 2.5”, so the d value stayed constant. However,
this original ratio (x:d) was established with the idea that we would transition to testing with
different thicknesses. This ended up not being relevant.
6.2.4.2 Test Setup
Figure 22 shows the sensing probe configurations for the probe distance testing. Unlike the test
above in Section 6.2.3 Probe Placement Testing, the probe placements are all centered around the
hydrogel's longitudinal midline. Figure 22 shows the locations in a stacked configuration simply
for visual purposes, even though each distance was measured at the center of the hydrogel. We
tested four frequencies: 3, 12, 21, and 30 cpm. The tests were conducted with a 50 mV input
signal.
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Figure 22: The 6 different probe distances tested, labeled as x/d ratios.
6.2.4.3 Test Results

Figure 23: Graph showing relationship between voltage return and frequency at 6 different
probe distances.
As shown in Figure 23, there was no clear trend between the increase in distance between the
probes and the voltage return. We had hoped that this test would help characterize the
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heterogeneous behavior of the phantom, but these results were inconclusive. After talking to
G-Tech Medical, we found that this information did not match their Patch because their probes
were not changing in distance. Because G-Tech Medical did not find this experiment relevant to
their benchtop test needs, we did not do any follow-up testing.

6.3 TESTING SUMMARY
These four tests aimed to characterize the phantom. Experimentation showed that the phantom
consistently yields a 60% voltage return, and it does not attenuate with increasing frequency.
Determining and confirming a consistent voltage return pattern is essential to standardized
benchtop testing. During the testing process, we additionally developed an in silico simulation
that modeled the phantom signal behavior at the hydrogel surface. This acts as a reliable tool for
predicting and verifying experimental trends. Testing also highlighted the aspects of the phantom
that require further experimentation. Although p-testing confirmed a non-zero correlation,
voltage return vs. frequency testing did not exhibit a clear trend in the range that we tested. The
phantom also did not replicate the heterogeneity of the human abdomen. Additional iterations
must be made for both of these tests in order to be conclusive. Characterization testing
determined a few key traits of the hydrogel and indicated behaviors that need further testing.

CHAPTER 7: PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING STANDARDS AND
REALISTIC CONSTRAINTS
7.1 THE ETHICAL JUSTIFICATION OF PHANTOMS
Testing medical devices with artificial phantoms addresses an ethical concern that is relevant in
the medical device industry. As discussed in Section 1.1.3: Problems with Current Bio-Wearable
Testing Methods, current testing methods for medical devices are often performed on humans,
animals and cadavers. This type of testing is the current standard to ensure that the medical
device is safe and effective. While it is not the case for G-Tech Medical’s non-invasive Patch,
many medical devices are tested on animals in ways that cause pain or death. This testing can be
ethically justified through a utilitarian framework; one that focuses on outcomes and maximizing
happiness. When the medical device produces more happiness to society than the suffering that
its preclinical testing causes to the animals, then the practice is ethically just. On the other hand,
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ethical frameworks that focus on the rightness of the action itself rather than the outcome, such
as deontology and Kantian ethics, do not justify the current preclinical testing practice. Through
this ethical lens, harming humans and animals is fundamentally wrong, no matter the reason for
it or the outcome that it produces.
This encourages the need for artificial phantoms, to reduce or eliminate the need for testing on
animals. This maintains an ethical justification under the utilitarian framework by ensuring the
safety and efficacy of medical devices in order to improve the well-being of patients. Phantoms
are also justified under deontological ethics because they do not require immoral actions at any
step in the testing of the medical device. Therefore, the development of phantoms is an important
advancement in the ethics of testing medical devices.

7.2 HEALTHY AND SAFETY IMPLICATIONS
We needed to ensure user safety in both the development and the use of our phantom. We used
non-toxic materials for our hydrogel: agarose, DI water and NaCl. These materials would ensure
that both our team and G-Tech Medical would be safe in respective phantom development and
use. Our primary risk during phantom development was electrocution or shock from our function
generator or electrical circuit. We ran all of our tests at 1 V or less, not supplying a large enough
current to cause harm to us in the event that we came into contact with the current. The copper
tape poses minimal risk in the environment that we use it in [23]. To further support our safety,
we did not touch the sensing probes directly to the hydrogel; rather, we connected them to
conductive tabs that rest on the hydrogel as depicted in Figure 8. G-Tech Medical uses their own
signal input and Patch, which have their own safety measures implemented and can safely
interact with the phantom. The materials we have chosen and the settings under which we supply
current to our phantom ensure that our development and G-Tech Medical’s use are safe.

7.3 SUSTAINABILITY AS A CONSTRAINT
Sustainability is valued with importance in modern technology, and it is a factor that the medical
device industry must take into consideration when designing and manufacturing devices. To
support sustainability, our team wanted to make a phantom that was reusable and didn’t produce
harmful waste. Our electrical components and phantom box can be reused for as long as G-Tech
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Medical needs them. In the event that they need to replace the phantom’s copper tape patterning,
they only have to replace the copper tape or the single 12”x12” insert, rather than the entire box.
The hydrogel is made of natural materials and will lose its moisture and begin to mold after
about a week. While the hydrogel cannot be reused for more than a few days, it is biodegradable
and is not a harmful waste material. The biggest impact that phantoms have on sustainability are
their substitution for animal testing, which requires a lot of resources and produces a lot of waste.

7.4 CIVIC ENGAGEMENT AND COMPLIANCE WITH REGULATIONS
While this phantom system will not be regulated by the FDA itself, the G-Tech Medical Patch
System must comply with FDA regulations. In order to prove the device’s compliance, this
phantom will be used as an alternative early-stage testing method to in vivo or in vitro methods.
For this reason, G-Tech Medical had very specific requirements with the phantom. Compliance
to regulations has shaped how this technology has been designed. While this phantom will be
used as an alternative in early-stage testing phases, it is not meant to completely replace testing
at later stages. In order to comply with medical device regulations and to prove the efficacy of
the Patch, the Patch should also be tested in vivo at a later stage. Additionally, our team
acknowledges that the phantom must be further developed in order to be effective in its use.

7.5 MANUFACTURABILITY
One manufacturability restriction on this project caused by COVID-19 was the need to make the
phantom at home. For the majority of this project, our team did not have access to a lab or lab
equipment. As a result, the phantom materials used needed to be nontoxic, readily available on
accessible websites, cost efficient, and easy to store. Due to our limited supplies and equipment,
we also decided to outsource the manufacturing of our extruded plastic pieces, like the box,
insert, and test sheet, to Santa Clara University’s Maker Lab.
In developing a manufacturing process for the phantom, our team also needed to consider
G-Tech Medical’s long term needs. Even after this project has ended, the company will need to
be able to recreate the hydrogel with their own equipment. Our team had to streamline processes
like hydrogel creation and extraction from molding containers in order to save the company time
in the future.
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7.6 BUDGET CONSTRAINTS
This project was funded by the Santa Clara University School of Engineering. Our team was
generously gifted $1500 to purchase equipment and materials. While our anticipated cost was
$1500, we ended up only spending $580. We ended up being able to borrow electrical
equipment, which was a large portion of our anticipated cost, from the Electrical Engineering
Department. Additionally, we opted for inexpensive materials for phantom construction. A
detailed proposed budget and a purchase record are located in Appendix E: Budget and Actual
Spending.

7.7 TIME CONSTRAINTS
This ten month project required careful planning in order to meet deadlines associated with the
School of Engineering’s Senior Design Conference and with G-Tech Medical’s 510(k)
submission. The Gantt chart that our team followed can be seen in Appendix F: Project Timeline.
COVID-19 put additional restraints on our schedule, as we did not have access to the SCU labs
until 3 weeks before the design conference. Throughout the project, our team performed at-home
testing, which took more time than it would have in the labs due to the need for ordering
materials, collecting equipment, streamlining processes, and maintaining our team's safety during
the pandemic. It was important that our team performed all optimization testing at home so that,
once we had lab access, we could use it most efficiently to perform the final characterization
testing
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSION
8.1 PROJECT SUMMARY
G-MAP is a gastrointestinal phantom that mimics the material and electrical characteristics of
the human abdomen. This project serves as the beginnings of systematic benchtop testing for
G-Tech Medical’s Patch System. The leaky capacitor circuit produced a leakage current in a
similar fashion to GI organs. Our phantom emitted electrical signals that matched the clinical
range of the stomach, small intestine, and colon. We produced an agarose- and salt-based
phantom that mimics the consistency and electric properties of the tissue anterior to the GI
organs. We also designed a box to combine these electrical and material elements that will
further help G-Tech Medical with their benchtop testing and regulatory submission.
We characterized the electrical behavior of our phantom in accordance with G-Tech Medical’s
interests. Do to this, we effectively developed a consistent test setup and series of systematic
tests to collect data. We also created a comsol model of the phantom to help predict and verify
the phantom characterization tests. This helped us better understand the behaviors of our
phantom and will help G-Tech Medical better interpret their Patch System when conducting
testing.

8.2 FUTURE WORK
The work accomplished in this first prototype of G-MAP is foundational for further
development. There are many routes for further optimization of the phantom as well as ways to
add more specificity.
Much of the detail to be added to the phantom is in regards to increasing its anatomical accuracy.
One of the first next steps would be to create multiple distributed signals. Because G-Tech
Medical’s Patch System monitors the signals of three abdominal organs, ideally the test setup
would have three separate copper tape signals. Additionally, it would be important to lay down
the copper tape in the shape of the organs rather than two strips. As mentioned in Section 5.2:
Rationale for Box Design the bottom face of the phantom box is removable. This design allows
for easy experimentation with multiple signal designs and configurations. Another key next step
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is to build on the work from Sections 6.2.3 Probe Placement Testing and 6.2.4 Probe Distance
Testing. As discussed in aforementioned sections, tissue is heterogeneous and the signal strength
read by G-Tech Medical’s Patch changes with orientation. It is incredibly important that the
phantom is able to simulate this both for anatomical accuracy and to match G-Tech Medical’s
benchtop testing needs. Finally, it would be advantageous to add differentiated tissue layers to
the phantom as mentioned in Section 1.2.1: Existing Tissue Phantoms. Abdomen tissue is made
up of fat, blood vessels, epidermis, and muscle to name a few. Henderson et. al. worked to mimic
some of these complexities in their skin phantom [24].
There is also a need to improve the phantom as a benchtop testing device. One significant
drawback of a hydrogel, discovered a few weeks into testing, was that it caused the hydrogels on
G-Tech Medical’s Patch System to swell. G-Tech Medical had observed the same issue with a
prior phantom experiment. This is problematic for long term project goals. G-Tech Medical’s
Patch is designed for continuous monitoring over multiple days. If the hydrogels swell within
hours on the phantom, benchtop testing simulating multiple day usage will not be able to be
completed. Since the hydrogel is mostly water, this problem couldn’t be negated without using a
completely different material for the phantom. With our project timeline and budget, this was not
a feasible direction. Instead, the team brainstormed spreading an electroconductive hydrogel,
similar to ones placed between skin and ECG patches, to act as a barrier against excess liquid. In
future development of the project, it would be important to evaluate the efficacy of this solution
or to find a better long term solution. Additionally, water-based gels decay overtime. In testing
we saw variance in results after using the gels just one day later. Within a week, most gels started
to show evidence of mold. Currently, one hydrogel would not be able to be used over the span of
multiple days. Again, this is problematic for multiple day testing and for ease of use. Ideally, the
phantom would not need to be made new for each instance of testing.
Finally, there were some additional tests we would have liked to complete had we had increased
access to the lab. First, it would be important to experimentally test the salt hypothesis. It is
crucial that a systematic, thorough range of salt concentrations is tested. This testing will confirm
or deny our hypothesis and ultimately lead to further optimization of the salt concentration of the
hydrogel. As mentioned in Section 6.2.3 Probe Placement Testing, G-Tech Medical’s Patch
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System is a floating system, and we believe some of our testing inaccuracies are because our
sensing probes are grounded. It would be important to rework the test setup to include a
differential probe to better match G-Tech Medical’s Patch System. Hopefully, this will also
improve test results.

8.3 LESSONS LEARNED
We learned many valuable lessons throughout this project. The biggest was how to work with
industry. We learned to navigate the balance between the thorough, systematic approach to
development that academia promotes and the fast-paced, time- and cost-efficiency approach that
startups need to prioritize when developing products. We also learned the importance of
thorough documentation during testing so that approaches and results can be retested and
recalled easily.
Working on this project during COVID-19 also taught us many lessons about the necessity of
flexibility when it comes to scheduling and acquiring resources. We learned how to focus on the
tasks that could be achieved with at-home resources and planned to maximize the findings from
those before we entered the lab for a final systematic testing. We were able to adapt and modify
the direction of our project to fit the unforeseen circumstances we are living in, and this allowed
us to perform a lot of hands-on work and accomplish many of our goals.
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APPENDIX
APPENDIX A: G-TECH MEDICAL PATCH TESTING
During our development and optimization process, we delivered our phantom to G-Tech Medical
for them to test their Patch. They performed a rudimentary benchtop test and reported their
findings. This guided the direction of our project to better design and characterize a phantom that
is compatible with their Patch technology.

Figure 24: G-Tech Medical’s Patch testing setup, using a small hydrogel and a specialized
power source.

Figure 25: Left: the signal that G-Tech Medical is trying to emulate. Right: the spectrum of the
actual data that is generated by the Monte Carlo technique that samples from the ideal spectrum.
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Figure 26: The signal that G-Tech Medical got when testing their Patch on the hydrogel. The
lower frequencies are attenuated by the hydrogel. G-Tech Medical needed to correct for this
effect to make their comparison convincing to the FDA.

APPENDIX B: HYDROGEL FABRICATION CALCULATIONS
There are two volumes in the table below, the total and container volumes. Total volume refers to
the volume of the agarose/water mixture that will be created. The total volume must exceed the
container volume, or the volume of liquid to be made into the hydrogel. During the
manufacturing process, some of the water will evaporate. By making excess solution, it ensures
that you will still have enough for the required volume of the hydrogel.
All calculations values were rounded to the nearest whole number due to the precision of the
measuring scale.

Agarose/Water

Calculation

Agarose (1%)

Salt (.05M)

Mixture

= 0.01 x total

= 0.05 mol/L x 1L/1000ml

= container volume

volume

x 54.44g/mol x container
volume

Table 2: Calculations for measuring hydrogel ingredients.
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Testing hydrogel

Production hydrogel

Total volume

Container

Total volume

Container

(mL)

volume (mL)

(mL)

volume (mL)

2500

1570

1.25

4500

3141

2

6000

4710

2.5

7500

6281

Thickness (in.)
0.75
1

500

400

Table 3: Measurements for various hydrogel thicknesses and containers.
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APPENDIX C: CAD DESIGNS OF THE PHANTOM BOX

Figure 27: CAD drawing of complete phantom box design.

APPENDIX D: ELECTRICAL SYSTEM TEST SETUP PROTOCOL

Test Setup Protocol:
1. Cut two 14’’ pieces of copper tape.
2. Lay the tape pieces parallel to each other, 1” apart, centered on the 12”x12” plastic sheet.
Leave 1” of tape hanging off on each side.
3. Fold the overhanging tape against itself, creating a ½” tab of tape on each end.
4. Plug in and turn on both the oscilloscope and function generator.
5. Attach a T-connector to the output of the function generator. From one end, use a BNC to
BNC cable to connect the function generator output to “Input 1” of the oscilloscope.
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From the other end of the T- connector, use a BNC to alligator clip connector to attach the
positive clip to one copper strip and the negative clip to the other strip.
6. Use another BNC to alligator clip cable at “Input 2” of the oscilloscope. These alligator
clips will attach to the probes on the hydrogel surface.
7. Wrap a 3” piece of copper tap around a 1”x3” piece of thin plastic, leaving the excess
tape to form a “tab” on top of the plastic (as shown in Figure 8). Repeat on another piece
of plastic. These will be the probes.
8. Place the probes on top of the hydrogel surface in the desired orientation. Ensure that the
copper is in good contact with the hydrogel. Attach the positive and negative of the
alligator clip from “Input 2” of the oscilloscope to each probe.
9. Set the function generator to the desired settings.
10. Turn on the 20 MHz Bandwidth filter on the oscilloscope.
11. Turn on the voltage offset of the oscilloscope. Use the scale knobs on the oscilloscope to
fit the signals to the screen.

APPENDIX E: BUDGET AND ACTUAL SPENDING
E.1 Proposed Budget
Expense

Cost ($)

Phantom Material

New phantom materials

Supplies

(agarose, dye, DI water, NaCl,

700

oil, synthetic hydrogel
materials)
Tools for

Containers, scale, heating

manufacturing

element

Electrical Equipment

Electrodes

200

Wire leads

50

Conductive Ink (possibility for

200

Custom Made Items
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100

leads)
Box to hold phantom (multiple

250

iterations of this)
Total Project Cost

1500
Table 4: Budgeting plans.

E.2 Purchase Record
Expense
Phantom Material

Cost ($)
8 x Agarose Powder, 100g

360

48 oz NaCl

11

6 x 28 oz Containers

32

3 x 213 oz Containers

99

Electrical Equipment

Copper Tape

7

Custom Made Items

Extruded plastic sheet

31

Plastic Box and insert

40

Supplies
Tools for
manufacturing

Total Project Cost

580
Table 5: Purchase record.
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APPENDIX F: PROJECT TIMELINE

Figure 28: Gantt chart showing project tasks assigned to each quarter.
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